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FlexTrade adds Markit’s TCA Data
Markit has announced that its
Transaction Cost Analysis (TCA)
data has been integrated into
FlexTrade Systems’ execution
management system (EMS)
platform FlexTRADER EMS.Andy
Mahoney, head of Business
Development at FlexTrade, said
in a statement regarding the
deal: “We’ve implemented
this in response to significant
demand from our customers.
This integration with Markit’s
TCA data further supports
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our strategy of offering openarchitecture broker-agnostic
solutions for the buyside.”

360T launches new platform solution
360T has launched a new
platform solution that is
designed in conjunction with
and specifically for Asset
Managers. 360T’s Execution
Management System is one
integrated system for Asset
Managers’ end-to-end workflow
that speeds up processes, adds
automation, quickly identifies
and helps to reduce market risk,
whilst increasing control and
freeing up resources for more
complex or larger FX trades.
Furthermore there are a variety
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of differentiators for Asset
Managers available via this
solution, such as improving their
trading process with pre- and
post-trade analytics by providing
indicators that assist in achieving
more predictable outcomes.
Key analytics is the foundation
of execution optimization,
including, but not limited
to, transaction cost analysis
(TCA). By adding automation
to the auto executable trades,
scalability can be increased and
consistency enhanced.

FMN adds TRAFIX,
Otkritie and Bursa
Efek Indonesia
IPC’s Financial Markets Network
(FMN) continues its rapid growth
with the recent additions of
exchanges and other providers of
specialized services to its financial
trading community. Among those
joining IPC’s financial marketplace
are Otkritie Capital, TRAFIX LLC
and the Indonesian Stock Exchange
Bursa Efek Indonesia. IPC was also
selected by Singapore Exchange
(SGX) to manage the SGX Chicago
Hub, which is available at CME
Group’s facility in Aurora, Illinois..
The addition of the Indonesian
Stock Exchange to Financial
Markets Network further expands
IPC’s financial marketplace in the
Asia-Pacific region. Institutions
that are investing and trading in
Indonesia are demanding reliable,
secure and trusted connectivity
options for executing their trades,
consuming market data and
managing risks. Financial Markets
Network provides
Bursa Efek
Indonesia’s
institutional
investors
with greater
options for
connecting to
the exchange.
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